
THE COOL CAMPUS 
CHALLENGE CHAMPIONS

INTRODUCTION
The Cool Campus Challenge was a month-long, high-profi le competit ion
between UC campuses to reduce our carbon footprints and to foster a
culture of sustainabil ity. Students, faculty, and staff were able to engage
with the Challenge through an online portal, coolcampuschallenge.org,
where they could get educated on their ecological footprints and take
carbon reduction pledges. The Challenge ran from April 1-26, and Carbon
Neutrality Fellows from each campus were given $2,000 worth of supplies
and swag and another $2,000 to host events and boost visibil i ty in any
way possible.

PROJECT GOALS
The goal of the Cool Campus Challenge was to engage as much of the
UC population as possible in learning what personal and institutional
changes need to be made to manage and mitigate the effects of climate
change, and to secure commitments from individuals to take such
actions. UC Berkeley had the internal goals of winning the challenge and
of engaging at least 3,000 people. We surpassed our goal with 4,331
students, faculty, and staff engaged, 82% of whom took at least one
pledge. We took this competit ion as an opportunity to community build,
bringing together people from within and without the environmental
community.

MATERIALS & METHODS
Before the month began, we assembled a group of 22 interested
students to create an event calendar and assigned point people for
each event. With each event tailored to a different audience or portion
of the campus community, we hosted an information session for club
leaders, a launch party, an environmental community hiking mixer and
later a dinner mixer, 4 free flower-pot-assembly tabling events, a Cool
Campus Picnic with a food truck and workshops from eco-organizations,
a last day point party, and advertised at each of Carbon Crew's 6 Plant
Forward dining hall meals in the month of April. 
 
We dedicated a portion of our budget to cash prizes for the top three
scoring Registered Student Organizations, encouraging members of
RSOs to form teams and push their club members. A main point of
outreach for us was our rather prolif ic Facebook page, where we
created relatable content and advertised our events. When UC Berkeley
needed a boost in participation, we would post in groups popular
amongst students with an appeal to competit ive nature. We were also
featured on the official UC Berkeley Instagram story, and obtained a
half hour of our Chancellor's t ime to create promotional material. 

RESULTS & OUTCOMES
UC engaged over 22,000 participants, 7.6% of the entire system-wide
competit ion. 
UC reduced 10,220 metric tons CO2e in self-reported actions,
equivalent to taking 2,170 cars off the road for a year.
The Berkeley campus won the Challenge, with over 9,000,000 points
racked up and 4,467,508 self-reported pounds of CO2 reduced.

CONCLUSIONS
The Cool Campus Challenge was an incredibly effective init iative from
the University of California in facil i tating the creation of an
environmentally-thinking population of students, faculty, and staff. The
lifestyle changes and self-reflections encouraged by the competit ion
will have greater impact than can be calculated, as past participants
continue to use their new knowledge to inform future decisions and to
educate their personal communities. We can only encourage UC to run
the competit ion again and with frequency, ideally every 2-3 years, to
continue to engage future graduates and decision makers. 

Kira Stoll, the UCB Director of Sustainabil ity, and Anjika Pai and Sarah
Dillemuth, the Carbon Crew Engagement Team leaders, were instrumental in
the facil i tation of this competit ion. Also deserving of recognition is each and
every member of the Cool Campus Challenge Strategy Team: Julia Sherman,
Morgan Wright, Grace Gau, Kaylee Holland, Carly de Frontevil le, Juan
Ramos, Yesenia Perez, Olga Rozmarynowska, Sarah Bancroft, Rebecca Pu,
Katarina Gibson, Catherine Patton, Jil l ian Shaw, Celine Yang, Madeleine
Klein, Ashley Cowell, Bridget Brown, Nicole Haynes, and Celine Yang. Lastly,
we are incredibly appreciative of the 4,331 Bears who participated.
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